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Here's the blank version of our "Going to School Story". - try it out at 
home! Write up your nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs beforehand, 
put them into 6 labelled cups or bowls, and draw them as you need to fill 
in the blanks. (Objects that are numbered repeat later in the story.) 

Feel free to fill up the bowls, but you will need at least: 

verbs (action words) - 10 

noun / characters - 5    

noun / locations - 5 

noun / objects - 10    

adjectives (describe a noun) - 18    

adverbs (describe an action; end in -ly) - 6 

Enjoy! 

 

__________________(NOUN/CHAR#1) AND 

__________________(NOUN/CHAR#2)  

GO TO SCHOOL 

 

It was a ___________________________(ADJ) day at the 

__________________________(NOUN/LOC), and the 

_______________________________(ADJ) 

________________________________(repeat CHAR#1) was 



______________________(ADV) ______________________(VERBing) 

to his/her friend the _______________________(ADJ) 

____________________________(repeat CHAR#2)'s house. When he/she 

got there he/she ________________________(VERBed) on the door. 

“Howdy _________________(NOUN/OBJECT)!” his friend called. 

The __________________(repeat CHAR#1) looked up to see his friend 

_____________________(ADV) __________________(VERBing) out the 

upstairs window. 

“That’s a ____________________(ADJ) way to leave the house,” 

he/she said. 

The two started on their way to school. As they passed a 

___________________________(NOUN/LOC), a 

___________________________(ADJ) 

________________________(NOUN/CHAR#3) suddenly 

__________________________(ADV) 

__________________________(VERBED) out at them. 

“Let us pass, you __________________(ADJ) 

_______________________(NOUN/OBJECT),” they called, but the 

____________________________(repeat CHAR#3) pulled out a weapon: 



a ________________________(ADJ) 

_____________________(NOUN/OBJECT)! 

“Yikes,” said the friends. Luckily they had some 

____________________________(NOUN/OBJECTs), which they used 

to protect themselves. The _______________________(repeat CHAR#3) 

started to throw _________________________(NOUN/OBJECTs) at 

them. 

“Hey!” they yelled. “Why won’t you let us get to school? We’re going 

to be late!” 

The ________________________(repeat CHAR#3) stopped and 

________________________(ADV) ____________________(VERBed). 

“School? I thought you were coming to steal my precious 

____________________(ADJ) ________________(NOUN/OBJECT)!” 

The _______________________(repeat CHAR#3) let them pass and they 

continued on their way to school.  

Next they passed a _____________________(NOUN/LOC), where a 

gigantic, _____________________________(ADJ) 

_______________________________(NOUN/CHAR) 

__________________________(ADV) ___________________(VERBed) 



into them, knocking them over. He/she was wearing a 

_________________________(NOUN/OBJECT) and looked extremely 

_______________________(ADJ), but he/she apologized and helped 

them up, and the two friends walked on. 

Now they were at the ___________________(ADJ) 

_______________________(NOUN/LOC). The sun suddenly turned 

________________________(ADJ) and it started to rain 

_________________________(NOUN/OBJECTs). 

“Holy _________________(NOUN/OBJECT)! This is 

____________________(ADJ)!” they yelped, as they 

___________________(ADV) ___________________(VERB) through 

the shower and _________________(VERBed) to their school, which was 

in a ____________________(NOUN/LOC). 

Their teacher, a _______________________(ADJ), 

____________________(ADJ) __________________(NOUN/CHAR#4), 

was waiting. “Get inside, you ____________________(ADJ) 

_______________________(NOUN/OBJECTs)! We’re about to start 

________________________(VERB#1-ing) Class!” 

“Yay! I love ________________(repeat VERB#1-ing)!” The friends 



_______________________(VERB) into the school and everyone had a 

______________________(ADJ),  ______________________(ADJ) day. 

 

THE END 
	  


